SEAMEO RIHED’s Southeast Asian Higher Education (SEA-HiEd) Week

11 - 15 November 2019 | Hotel Nikko, Bangkok, Thailand

SEAHiEd

1000+ Attendees  30 Exhibiting Companies and Institutions  From more than 36 Countries and Territories

About RIHED’s SEA-HiEd Week

✓ Valuable Connections  ✓ Remarkable Insights
✓ An International Audience  ✓ Powerful Inspiration

2019 marks the 60th Anniversary of the Regional Centre for Higher Education and Development (RIHED), now under the Southeast Asian Ministers of Education Organization (SEAMEO). To mark this important milestone, we are organising a special Southeast Asian Higher Education (SEA-HiEd) Week from 11-15 November 2019 at the Hotel Nikko in Bangkok, Thailand.

Components of the SEA-HiEd Week

The SEA-HiEd Week provides a unique platform to connect local, regional and global partners in higher education through 5 days of compelling events, engaging experiences, presentations of original research, exhibition, networking and so much more to celebrate achievements and draw new interest for the future of higher education in the region of Southeast Asia and beyond. Key events include:

- RIHED’s 60th Anniversary Celebrations and Gala Dinner
- The 10th Anniversary of SEAMEO RIHED’s AIMS Programme
- SEA-HiEd Student Forum on Mobility and Employability
- The RIHED SEA-HiEd Expo
- The RIHED SEA-HiEd Inter-Regional Research Symposium
- UMAP Intercontinental Symposium

To learn more about the SEA-HiEd Week and how to get involved in the different events, visit: www.sea-hiedweek.com

Contact Us: Tel: +66 2644 9856-62  Email: sea.hiedweek@rihed.seameo.org  Web: www.rihed.seameo.org  Facebook: www.facebook.com/seameo.rihed